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How many captains for a ship on
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candidates in the Flemish
Christian-democratic party
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Many Western parties have opened up the process of leadership selection

to party members under the noble premises to democratize the party. Yet,

this might just be window-dressing as party leadership selection is often a

coronation rather than an open contest. We argue that the preparation phase

preceding the actual election phase is crucial in understanding the balance

between the impact of party members and the steering of the party elite. This

study compares the preparation phase of two leadership contests after losing

elections in one party, the Flemish Christian-democratic party in Belgium:

one with a single candidate and one with an exceptionally high number of

candidates. Our analysis, based on 22 in-depth elite interviews, demonstrates

that leadership elections are influenced by a cluster of di�erent influencing

actors, but in particular by what we label the “last person standing” whose

candidacy is identified as the most e�ective mechanism to influence the

nomination process. Other (slightly less e�ective) influencing mechanisms

include encouragements, discouragements and the di�usion of an ideal profile

for the future party leader.

KEYWORDS

parties leadership selection, intra-party democratization, steering process, elite

interviews, Belgium, last person standing, political parties

1. Introduction

Party leaders occupy a central place in Western democracies: they personify the

party organization and are in practice the ones who exert great influence on most

important decisions in the party, and even in government and parliament (LeDuc, 2001;

Poguntke and Webb, 2005). This is especially the case in Belgium, generally labeled as a

“partitocracy” (De Winter and Dumont, 2003; Deschouwer, 2009). Hence, the election

of a new leader is one of the most important decisions a Belgian party takes. This throws

up the questions of who decides on the new party leader and which mechanisms steer

this process.
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On paper, party members have become more important

in this matter as parties in Western democracies increasingly

involve them in the selection of their leaders (Pilet and Cross,

2014). But at the same time, the number of (serious) candidates

in these contests is in practice often limited (Kenig et al., 2015;

Aylott and Bolin, 2021). When party members are only allowed

to rubberstamp the nominee of the party elite, their power is

heavily restricted. Party leader elections are influenced by party

elites who limit the number of candidates, especially during the

stages preceding the actual election phase. As this process often

takes place behind closed doors, not much is known yet about

who is steering and how. This research aims at filling this gap.

More in particular, we investigate which persons try to

limit the number of candidates in party leadership contests

(RQ1a) and which persons succeed in limiting the number of

candidates (RQ1b), which mechanisms are used to influence the

process (RQ2a) and which mechanisms are effective in doing so

(RQ2b). This adds to the research on party leadership elections

in three ways. First the focus is on the informal side of party

leadership elections while earlier research has mostly looked at

formal rules and their direct effects (Kenig et al., 2015; Pedersen

and Schumacher, 2015; Wauters and Kern, 2020). Next we

concentrate on the role of elites in these elections and not on

the behavior of party members (Seddone et al., 2020). Finally,

the burgeoning research on “steering agents” and “influencing

actors” (Aylott and Bolin, 2021) is put to the test as well as

extended theoretically by unfolding the preparation phase of a

leadership election step by step and by introducing additional

influencing mechanisms in the process. An abductive research

approach allowed us adapting the theoretical model postulated

by Aylott and Bolin, and extending their framework to a model

enabling to examine multiple types of influencing actors and the

mechanisms used.

In order to assess the effectiveness of the influencing

mechanisms at work, we analyze two leadership elections within

the same party (Flemish Christian-democratic party, CD&V)

that were held under very similar circumstances (i.e., the

preceding parliamentary elections were lost and the incumbent

party leader resigned in both cases), but with a large difference

in the number of candidates. We contrast a typical case (the

2003 leadership election with only one candidate, which occurs

in 10 out of the 12 leadership elections that have taken

place in CD&V until now) with a deviant case (the 2019

election with unusual high number of seven candidates, and a

second round to determine the eventual winner). By looking

at similarities and differences between these divergent cases,

we are able to determine which factors lead to a successful

steering or influencing of the candidacy process (resulting in one

single candidate).

We draw upon a large set of 22 interviews with elite

informants. All official candidates for both elections were

interviewed, together with 14 key party actors active during one

or both leadership elections. This enables us to get a view on

the influential people and the informal mechanisms at work in

the party (rules-in-use), which cannot be detected if we only rely

on the formal procedures (rules-in-form) (Lowndes et al., 2006).

We untangle the idea of parties as unitary actors, demonstrating

that the leadership elections were influenced by a cluster of

different influencing actors. We distinguish in particular what

we label “the last person standing”, whose candidacy is identified

as the most effective mechanism to influence the nomination

process, much more than encouragements, discouragements or

the diffusion of an ideal profile for the future party leader.

2. Theory and hypotheses

2.1. Democratization: Rules-in-form vs.
rules-in-use

Over the last decades, political parties in established

democracies have increasingly introduced internal democracy,

allowing the involvement of rank and file members in important

policy and organizational decisions (Pilet and Cross, 2014;

Ignazi, 2020). The goals of these reforms were aimed at repairing

the linkage between state and society (Wolkenstein, 2016; Borz

and Janda, 2020), increasing the party’s attractiveness among

citizens (Close et al., 2017; Wauters and Kern, 2020) and

improving the performance and the image of the party (Scarrow,

1999; Pedersen and Schumacher, 2015). The most prominent

change is arguably the democratization of party leadership

selection (LeDuc, 2001; Ignazi, 2020).

Most of the existing research pragmatically studies

leadership selection based on a party’s statutory rules, the

so-called “rules-in-form” (Lowndes et al., 2006; Musella, 2015;

Radecki and Gherghina, 2015). Scholars often investigate

the degree of inclusiveness of the selectorate, i.e., the body

that decides who becomes the party leader. Kenig (2009a)

developed an inclusiveness continuum on leadership selection

procedures, based on a similar approach by Rahat and Hazan

(2001) for candidate selection procedures. According to these

rules-in-form, many parties including CD&V (Wauters, 2014),

have moved from rather exclusive processes, such as a selection

exclusively by party elites, toward more open and inclusive

methods where each party member has a vote (Pilet and Cross,

2014; Poguntke et al., 2016).

Yet, scholars doubt whether this democratization as

formulated in the statutory rules automatically translates into

real democratization (Cross and Katz, 2013). Some even utilize

the term “fake democratization thesis,” which means that greater

inclusiveness masks the consolidation of power among party

elites (Aylott and Bolin, 2021). Party elites seek new ways to

exercise power, in order to balance the effects of democratizing

the selectorate. There are built-in control mechanisms allowing

to push the selection process in their preferred direction.

Kenig (2009b), for instance, demonstrated that more inclusive
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procedures attract more (fringe) candidates, but lead to less

competitive contests (see also Kenig et al., 2015). And the actual

participation of members is often overestimated beforehand.

Gauja (2013) calls this the paradox of actual participation:

while the opportunities to participate in parties have increased,

the willingness to participate actively has eroded. Even party

members who evaluate intraparty democracy positively stay

less active in the party (Koo, 2020). More in general, these

reforms allow the elite to hold more control because the

power of activists and middle-rank members is diminished by

the participation of a large amorphous group of individual

members which can be influenced more easily and which

cannot easily renounce its approval to lead the party in between

(Katz and Mair, 1995; Wauters, 2014; Radecki and Gherghina,

2015).

As a consequence, looking at the formal rules of leadership

elections is not enough to understand the process and the

outcome of leadership elections. And granting party members a

say in internal decision-making might just be window-dressing.

But one could wonder: if the power of the members should be

nuanced, then who really has the power in leadership selection

processes? (Cross and Katz, 2013). The party elite (who is

supposed to hold much power) is a broad concept covering

various party actors. Moreover, previous research is rather vague

about how elites try to hold a grip on the decision-making

processes after the internal democratization. Party rules may

suggest that contests are wide-open, but that is unimportant if

the party elite is (still) able to limit the level of competition.

But which persons (from the party elite) engage in limiting the

number of candidates in party leadership contests (RQ1a), which

persons are successful in doing so (RQ1b), which mechanisms

are used to limit the number of candidates (RQ2a), and which

mechanisms are effective in doing so (RQ2b)? To understand

this, we must take a look at the rules-in-use, especially during

the nomination process preceding the actual election phase.

We do so in the next sub-section, in which we also formulate

hypotheses that follow the structure of our research questions,

i.e. focusing on respectively the presence (a) and the effectiveness

(b) of persons and mechanisms who are expected to influence

the process.

2.2. Rules-in-use: The preparation phase

The “rules-in-use” refer to both the actual functioning

of formal rules and to the presence of informal rules

(Lowndes et al., 2006). We rely on Aylott and Bolin (2021)’s

analytical framework distinguishing between different stages of a

leadership pre-selection procedure in order to gain more insight

in these “rules-in-use”: the gatekeeping phase, the preparation

phase, and the phase of the actual decision. As we are especially

interested in the informal process preceding a leadership contest,

we decided not to address the formal rules establishing who

can be a candidate (gatekeeping phase) nor the outcome of the

election (the actual decision). Hence, this study focuses on the

preparation phase of a leadership election which moves away

from the official story toward the real story of the nomination

process preceding the actual election phase. It consists of three

dimensions: precursory delegation, process management and

norms as constraints (Aylott and Bolin, 2021), which will be

detailed in the next paragraphs.

The first dimension of the preparation phase, precursory

delegation, refers to the delegation of the authority to limit the

number of candidates to a “steering agent”. According to the

model of Aylott and Bolin (2021), the “steering agent” could

be defined as an intra-party actor who has the mission and

capacity to affect the discretion with which the selectorate makes

its formal decision. It is an individual or a group of individuals

who try to steer the nomination process preceding the election

phase. As stated by Aylott and Bolin (2021), the “steering agent”

is an agent acting on behalf of a principle, for instance a party

veteran who is working in the best interests of the party executive

(Aylott and Bolin, 2017, 2021).

We, however, extend this argument and focus on all actors

who try influence the nomination process instead of only

focusing on those who receive a mandate inside the party and

have thus in fact a monopoly on steering. We assume that

different informal influencing actors will be active at the same

time, as a party is not a unitary actor but is composed of

different factions (Belloni and Beller, 1978; Aylott and Bolin,

2021) or has different leaders in public and central office who do

not necessarily share the same interests (Mair and Katz, 2002).

There are possibly multiple influencing actors instead of one,

and no (formal or informal) mandate is needed to act as an

influencing actor. This role can be played, for instance by the

national executive committee, the incumbent party leader, the

central party staff or the parliamentary party. Note that this is

a fluid concept that can go from one of these suggested actors

to another during the preparation phase (Jun and Jakobs, 2020).

This helps us formulate an hypothesis about who is limiting the

number of candidates (RQ1a):

H1a: There are different distinguishable actors trying to

influence the leadership contest.

As our research questions also refer to the effectiveness

of influencing, we also formulate an hypothesis about this

effectiveness. In order to be successful, influencing attempts

should not go in all kinds of directions with different kinds

of actors, but need some form of coordination. Therefore, it

could be expected that in contests with only one candidate, there

is a clearly distinguishable person who manages both to resist

influencing attempts from influencing actors in contradictory

directions and to convince fellow elite members that his/her

options are best for the party. Therefore, we expect that while

there might be attempts by several influencing actors, for a
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successful steering, it is best to have one specific person, namely

the steering agent, who stands out.

H1b: There is one clearly distinguishable steering agent

steering the process in contests with a limited number

of candidates.

We now move over to the second group of research questions

about which mechanisms lead to a limited number of candidates

(RQ2a) and which mechanisms are most effective (RQ2b). We

distinguish two mechanisms steering actors and influencing

actors can use to steer and influence the process of leadership

elections. The first mechanism is based on the second dimension

of the preparation phase, namely process management and

refers to how aspiring leaders are persuaded to pursue (or

to drop) their plans to become the new party leader (Aylott

and Bolin, 2021). This can be done either in a positive or

negative way. The former refers to encouraging aspirants to

formally become a candidate—what likely increases the number

of candidates, while the latter denotes discouraging or even

obstructing the candidacy of some aspirants, most notably

by threatening with sanctions, for instance about the future

career of an unwanted aspirant—what will put off potential

candidates to run. Since this whole preparation phase is not

visible to the public and based on informal processes, it can

be expected that effective steering or influencing will take place

during this phase. Note that we leave it open who undertakes

these encouragements and discouragements as the presence of

steering agents or influencing actors is a research question on

itself (see above) and that hypotheses cover respectively the

presence and the success of these mechanisms.

H2a: Informal encouragements are used as steering and

influencing mechanisms in leadership contests.

H2b: Informal encouragements play an important role in

increasing the number of candidates.

H3a: Informal threats with sanctions are used as steering

and influencing mechanisms in leadership contests.

H3b: Informal threats with sanctions play an important

role in limiting the number of candidates.

Norms as constraints are the second group of mechanisms that

can be used to influence the leadership election and are also

the last dimension of the preparation phase (Aylott and Bolin,

2021). They refer to general expectations about what a new

party leader should be like or should do in the next term. In

Aylott and Bolin (2021)’s framework, these norms are regarded

without any reference to a particular person. For instance, when

a party has lost elections, there might be a desire to have a leader

who is able to make the party more attractive in electoral terms

(Pedersen and Schumacher, 2015), or when a party has been

kicked out of government, a more compromise-ready leader

might be appropriate. There can be a general feeling in the party

about the ideal profile of the next party leader, or this can be

decided and communicated by the steering agent or (one of)

the influencing actor(s). Evidently, when such a profile of the

ideal leader is spread, potential candidacies will be evaluated in

this light and potentially also withdrawn by potential candidates

themselves. Therefore, we expect that when such a profile is

spread, the number of candidates will be lower.

H4a: Spreading the profile of an ideal leader is used as

steering and influencing mechanism in leadership contests.

H4b: Spreading the profile of an ideal leader plays an

important role in limiting the number of candidates.

We suggest to further the mechanism of norms as constraints

(Aylott and Bolin, 2021) by investigating the possibility that the

profile of the candidates who already announced their candidacy

(or threaten to do so) deters other potential contenders from

running for party leadership. The very act of becoming a

candidate in a leadership election may steer or influence the

process by putting off potential aspirants. For example, two

candidates from the same region could get in each other’s way

as they appeal to the same members to get elected. The aspirant

believing that her profile is less promising than her counterpart

may withdraw her candidacy. Likewise, the candidacy of a

popular politician can stop someone from entering the race

because he or she thinks that it is impossible to win against that

candidate. We thus expect popular party figures with a large

electoral base, from regions where the party is electorally strong,

and/or with close ties to civil society organizations to be able

to scare off potential aspirants and hereby reduce the number

of candidates.

H5a: The candidacy (or the threat of) of promising party

figures is used as steering or influencing mechanism in

leadership contests.

H5b: The candidacy (or the threat of) of promising party

figures plays an important role in limiting the number

of candidates.

3. Method and data

The data this study centrally draws on stem from a total

of 22 in-depth elite interviews (see Appendix 1 for details on

interviewees). Elite interviews allow us to look at the political

reality through the lenses of its central protagonists who can

help us reconstruct the contexts of the selection procedures

(Lilleker, 2003; Solarino and Aguinis, 2021). The analysis of

these interviews cannot provide hard quantitative evidence for

the effectiveness of the mechanisms, but they can nevertheless

point to more and less effective mechanisms taking into account

the context and the nuances associated with each case. We

decided to interview party leaders, candidates and key party
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actors such as party secretaries and spokespersons. This resulted

in a total amount of 22 respondents. Seven of them were active

during the leadership election of 2003 and 17 during the 2019

leadership election. The data are mechanically skewed toward

the latter case because there was only one candidate for the party

leadership in 2003 while there were no less than seven candidates

in 2019.

The interviews were conducted by the authors between

June and October 2021 and lasted 35 minutes on average.

The interviewees were presented an informed consent form,

and all interviews were recorded and manually converted into

a transcript by a job student. In addition to the interviews,

we consulted media reports and internal party documents

(party statutes and leadership election rules). The analysis of

the interview transcripts has been undertaken in two stages

following an abductive research approach. Several researchers

first carefully examined the transcripts to assess to what extent

the theoretical expectations based on extant literature could

hold. Based on this exploratory analysis, we went back to the

theory and developed and adapted the model as it is presented

in the current study. Afterwards, we investigated our empirical

material once again, but this time thanks to a cross-sectional

code and retrieve method in NVivo. We applied a systematic

categorization of segments of the transcripts into thematic

nodes corresponding to our hypotheses (Ritchie and Lewis,

2003), crossing them in the last phase with the election year

at hand (2003 or 2019) to investigate patterns according to

the number of candidacies. The codebook used in this study

to categorize segments of text of our interviews is attached

in Appendix 2.

Case selection has two objectives: it must produce (1) a

representative sample and (2) a sample with a useful variation on

the dimensions of theoretical interest (Seawright and Gerring,

2008). By analyzing leadership elections of CD&V, the first

objective is met. As almost all Belgian parties select its party

leader in a membership vote (Pilet and Cross, 2014), CD&V

is no exception in this respect. Also coronations are usual in

Belgium: about half of all leadership contests have only one

single candidate (Pilet and Cross, 2014), which makes the 2003

CD&V leadership election a typical case for successful steering

of the nomination process. The 2003 leadership elections are

not only typical compared to leadership contests in other

parties, but also compared to CD&V leadership contests

as they stand out with 10 out of 12 contests with only

one candidate.

Our two cases also meet the second objective by showing

a useful variation on the dimension of interest. As the 2003

elections had a very typical process resulting in only one

candidate, the 2019 leadership contest had an unusually high

number of seven candidates, which makes it a deviant case.

This very different level of competition allows us to clarify

which unique elements and actors could be held accountable

for successfully limiting the number of candidates in leadership

elections. More in particular, we look at (f)actors present in

2003, but not in 2019.

The number of candidates differs between both leadership

elections, but the context was kept as constant as possible in

order to control for contextual confounders. The contextual

differences that we could not control (e.g., the lower electoral

score of the party in 2019 than in 2003) were taken into account

in the analysis, but other important variables for party leader

elections were highly similar. We looked in a single party at

elections in which the incumbent party leader did not participate

but resigned after an electoral defeat. In 2003, party leader

Stefaan De Clerck had to resign following poor electoral results.

De Clerck became party leader in 1999 (and was reconfirmed

in 2002) and had the difficult task to reform his party after the

Christian-democrats were sent to the opposition for the first

time in more than 40 years. At the national elections of 2003 and

after 4 years of opposition, the party’s vote share slightly declined

from 22.4% of the Flemish votes to 21% and the party was unable

to re-enter government. The reorganization of the party failed to

bear fruit and De Clerck resigned. With the prospect of the 2004

regional elections, many Christian-democrats were convinced

that they needed a new party leader. Yves Leterme was the only

candidate to replace him. He entered parliament in 1997, and

moved quickly from backbencher to a prominent party figure.

He was elected as party leader with 93.1% of the votes.

Although CD&V was part of both the national and

Flemish government (but no longer delivering the government

leader) between 2014 and 2019, the electoral context of the

2019 leadership elections was similar to 2003. The Christian-

democrats were in decline and achieved actually the worst

electoral result in the history of Flemish Christian-democracy.

They only got 14.2% of the Flemish votes. Under these

conditions the incumbent party leader Wouter Beke did not

aspire a fourth term as party leader. Despite a comparable

electoral context, the party leader election itself turned out to

be totally different, with seven candidates instead of one. Hilde

Crevits, regional minister and the leading lady in the campaign

of the preceding parliamentary elections, who seemed hand-

picked to be the next party leader, did not apply, leaving a power

vacuum paving the way for the most open elections ever in the

party. None of the candidates had ministerial experience and

three of them even had no parliamentary experience. In the first

round, no candidate got half of the votes which means that a

second round between the two best scoring candidates (Joachim

Coens and Sammy Mahdi) was needed. Coens, who played no

national role in the party (he was amayor of a small municipality

and CEO of the port of Zeebrugge), won with 53% of the votes.

4. Analysis

We investigate first which party elites strived to influence

the process, and second how they influenced or steered the
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leadership nomination processes resulting in respectively one

(2003) and seven (2019) candidates. Our goal is to understand

how (un)successful the mechanisms used by a steering agent or

influencing actors were in limiting the number of candidates.

4.1 Who is steering or influencing the
process?

According to the party statutes, the national party secretary

is in charge for the practical organization and the smooth

proceedings of the leadership elections, but s/he is not formally

authorized to steer the nomination process, nor are any other

party elites. From the interviews, it appears that a multitude of

people inside the party try to influence the kind and the number

of candidates who eventually come forward.

“CD&V is a party where people talk a lot. So you have a

lot of things that arise very organically because a lot of people

talk to each other. We are not an authoritarian party where

there is a brain that decides something and implements it

in the organization. Not at all. So that’s kind of a game that

happens at some point.” (Interview 7)

In line with our first hypothesis, we observe several

influencing actors or high-ranked party members trying to

weigh on the process. Based on the interviews, we distinguish

three kinds of party elites playing a role in determining the

number of candidates: the “last person standing,” the incumbent

party leader, and other (current and former) prominent

party actors.

4.1.1. “Last person standing”

We start with what we label the “last person standing”, or the

single person who performed electorally well in parliamentary

elections with a general declining trend for the party. Both

leadership elections at stake took place after an electoral defeat

in parliamentary elections (see above). Many in the party were

disappointed about the electoral result and tended to stick to

well-performing politicians who against the general tide made

electoral progress in the own district and/or limited the electoral

damage in that district, in combination with a high number

of personal preference votes (Wauters et al., 2020). They are

considered as a means of last hope and resort for the party in

crisis. In 2003, Yves Leterme was in that position. As number

2 on the list, he obtained an exceptionally high number of

preference votes, and in his electoral district, the party lost a

minimal share of votes compared to losses elsewhere. The last

person standing in 2019 was Hilde Crevits whomanaged to limit

the electoral loss in her electoral district, while obtaining the

highest number of preference votes of all candidates of the party.

Both could be considered as “last person standing” in a

party in decline and hence, they were seen as the evident person

that should take the lead of the party. Thereby party actors

hoped that they were able to extend their personal resistance

to the general downward trend to the party as a whole. Many

inside the party estimated it to be self-evident that they would

become the new party leader, and even insisted informally that

they should submit their candidacy, expected to be uncontested.

We should stress that this is not a coordinated process, but

rather a self-steering one in which the evident new leader

could spontaneously come forward without much resistance of

other partisans.

“After the 2003 parliamentary elections there was a very

large consensus around the feeling that the party leadership

function would be best taken up by Yves Leterme. As it is in

2019, there would also have been a great consensus if that

happened by Hilde Crevits.” (Interview 6)

Our two cases display, however, diverging dynamics

around the influence of the “last person standing” on the

number of candidates. In 2003, the electorally successful

Yves Leterme was solicited by many prominent party

members to become a candidate for party leadership,

what he eventually did, resulting in a single-candidate

leadership election. The fact that he took the plunge resulted

in drastically limiting the number of contenders. Hilde

Crevits was in 2019 in a similar position as Leterme. As

we detail later, her candidacy would probably also have

refrained other candidacies, resulting in a similar single-

candidate contest. But she declined, giving priority to her

(safer) position as deputy prime minister in the regional

Flemish government.

“I suspect that she is very happy to do what she does as

a minister in the Flemish government. And that she wanted

to make that a priority. Otherwise her candidacy would have

happened.” (Interview 21)

“I think Hilde likes to be deputy Prime Minister in the

Flemish government, so why should she want to be party

leader? She’s fine where she is. So I don’t know if she wanted

to take that responsibility. When you have a strong role in

the Flemish government, then it is difficult to stand on the

shaky ship of CD&V. While you are currently sitting on the

rather solid Flemish boat.” (Interview 22)

From the interviews, the electoral strength of the party

appears as a central factor as to why in 2019 the “last woman

standing” (Crevits) did not enter the leadership contest, while

in 2003 the “last man standing” (Leterme) did. While in 2003

CD&V was still one of the major parties in electoral terms

with a good prospect of a future leading role in government,

it has become a rather small party in 2019 which still makes

a chance for government participation, but with minimal odds

for the leading role. Also future electoral prospects are not very

glorious. Therefore, becoming party leader could be considered

a poisoned chalice. This might explain why Hilde Crevits
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preferred a “safe” position of regional government minister over

party leadership.

It is, however, not because the “last woman standing” did

not compete that she did not try to influence the candidate

nomination process. Hilde Crevits did efforts to gather support

for a local politician, but after several informal consultations,

that person eventually decided not to run (Interview 7). She also

tried to discourage other potential candidates and/or privately

expressed her resentment once they were officially a candidate

(Interview 17). Her main concern seemed to be a smooth

transfer of power to a new party leader with broad support in

the party. A contest with many candidates would cancel this

scenario. Later on in the process, in the actual election phase,

she also expressed in inner party circles her support for Joachim

Coens, the candidate who finally won the leadership contest

(Interviews 15, 17, 22).

In sum, the “last person standing” can play with different

cards to limit the number of candidacies: either running

him/herself, what can put off potential contenders, or steer the

process from the outside. From our analysis, the first option

seems to lead to more success, considering that the 2019

nomination process gathered no less than seven candidates.

4.1.2. Incumbent party leader

A second person that could be influential in limiting the

number of candidates is the incumbent party leader. In this

respect, the contexts of 2003 and 2019 highly differ. In 2003, the

change in party leadership was rather unexpected and a direct

consequence of the electoral defeat. Initially, it was the intention

of Stefaan De Clerck to continue as party leader, but after the

electoral loss, pressure both from within and outside the party

was so strong that he had to resign. His resignationwas, however,

facilitated by the knowledge that Yves Leterme would become

his successor. They had a very good personal relationship and

similar ideas.

“I think he [De Clerck] indicated quite quickly that he

wanted to step aside as party leader. And that he certainly

didn’t resist as soon as he saw that everyone was heading

the way of Leterme. There were also coincidences. They

were both from the same region. (. . . ) They commuted to

Brussels together. They sat together in the car for hours

and so he could experience how Leterme was approached

by others. (. . . ) They were friends within a political context,

but more than within a political context. So there was a

general confidence and I think that was an element that

made Stefaan [De Clerck] cooperate more smoothly, in the

end he cooperated smoothly with a fairly soft transition.”

(Interview 9)

Many interviewees concede that incumbent party leader

De Clerck has had some impact on the nomination process.

Although Leterme came forward as a natural leader as “last man

standing,” the explicit support of his predecessor has definitely

facilitated a single-candidate election. Hence, using the words

of Jun and Jakobs (2020), Leterme can be seen as the “crown

prince” of De Clerck.

In 2019 on the contrary, it was long beforehand clear

that Wouter Beke was serving his last term as party leader.

His position and the appreciation for his person in the party

were seriously weakened after the electoral defeat and due

to the contested decision to select himself twice as minister.

Consequently, his legitimacy to influence the nomination

process was much weaker than the incumbent party leader

in 2003.

“You also have to keep in mind that the authority of

a party leader is less if you lose elections than if you win

elections.” (Interview 9)

“[Wouter Beke]’s succession was not arranged, but he

tried everything, including names such as [gives two names

of possible aspirants]. No one really wanted to do it. Hence

you have seven B candidates, or—with all due respect—

maybe C candidates.” (Interview 17)

Taken together, two factors are likely to impact

whether or not the incumbent party leader is successful

as influencing actor: if he/she is appreciated in the party

and if the leadership contest comes rather unexpected. In

the latter case, the incumbent party leader is given some

impact on who will succeed him/her to smoothen his/her

unanticipated departure.

4.1.3. Other party actors

Finally, there are many other party actors striving to

influence the number of aspirant party leaders. In 2019, the

decision from the party elite was clearly not to officially steer the

process, unlike in 2003 when they sat together and practically

designated the single candidate.

About 2019: “There was a bit of a search too of: who

would be best placed to take over now? [. . . ] Is it good to

have a guided approach or an open approach? There have

also been some conversations around that. For example with

Hilde Crevits to take over the leadership.” (Interview 6)

About 2003: “We came together with a limited number

of people; with precisely those list pullers, parliamentary

party leaders in the Chamber, the Senate and the Flemish

Parliament. We were actually going to determine who will

be the new chairman there and who the new parliamentary

party leaders would be. We then met that afternoon in a

tavern that I know well, and there we proposed, and that was

not difficult, that Yves Leterme would be our candidate to

become the leader.” (Interview 14)
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In 2019, the lack of a single steering agent resulted

in a chaotic cluster of many informal interactions between

prominent party actors and (aspirant) candidates. A lot of

discussions were taking place behind the scenes, initiated by

both aspirants and current and former party elites. Aspirants

asked for advice and tried to weigh their chances; prominent

party figures encouraged or discouraged aspirants to enter the

contest (Interviews 3, 5, 8, 11, 17, 22).

“I actually did two tests: I did a test with the top

of the party: the ministers and the party chairman... And

I also did one with some of the MPs and the youth

section to investigate whether there was a willingness or the

will to create a new team that goes for such a strategy.”

(Interview 11)

Our analysis allows us identify different influencing actors

and their relative success in limiting the number of candidacies

for party leadership (RQ1a and RQ1b). Especially the “last

person standing” and the incumbent party leader can be

successful in steering the nomination process, but only under

certain circumstances. The “last person standing” is likely to

succeed if s/he runs for leadership her/himself, rather than trying

to stimulate other candidacies. The resigning party leader must

still be appreciated and powerful in the party for his influencing

endeavor to bear fruit. On top of that, we stress that not steering

the process can also be a well-thought-out choice from the party

elite. Hence, we can confirm H1a: there are several people from

the party elite influencing the nomination process, but we found

only partial confirmation for H1b: the last person standing

appears to be the single most important influencing actor, but

(s)he only succeeds under the right circumstances.

4.2. Which mechanisms are used to steer
the process?

After having focused on the actors influencing the process,

we now turn to the mechanisms they use to limit the number of

candidates (RQ2a) and whether thesemechanisms are successful

in doing so (RQ2b) relying again on our comparison of two

different competitive leadership contests: 2003 (no competition)

and 2019 (intense competition).

4.2.1. Encouragements and threats

Almost all aspirants and would-be aspirants experienced

informal influences of party actors, trying to stimulate their

candidacy, or on the contrary to refrain it. Most attempts were

subtly expressed andmostly in private conversations (Interviews

7, 8, 11, 12).

“They [the party top] tried to remain neutral about this,

but some people succeeded better than others. But I didn’t

feel like they were really putting a lot of pressure on it.

But I could sense from the way [actor from the party top]

approached me that they would rather prefer I hadn’t done

it.” (Interview 15)

“Those are usually one-on-one conversations that you

have and in the best case one-on-two. It’s not like we’re

having a meeting about this.” (Interview 7)

“Eventually then, [two actors from the party top]

cautiously approached me in early September and asked me

whether I was interested in becoming a candidate for party

leadership. I did not answer yes to their question at the time,

but I actually said: I’m going to think about it for a while.”

(Interview 8)

The interviews clearly demonstrate that most aspirants

were encouraged (Interviews 3, 9, 17, 18, 19 and 22). These

encouragements either stimulated or confirmed their personal

ambition to run for leadership. Some others were discouraged

to apply, and at least in one case, it was substantive enough

to prevent the candidacy (Interview 5). Yet, not all influencing

efforts yielded positive results: many encouragements did not

lead to a candidacy, and likewise some threats did not scare off

the candidate (Interviews 8, 11, 12, 15 and 22). Most (potential)

candidates had a clear idea about whether or not they wanted to

enter the competition and why.

“I made that decision myself, but then I got support

afterwards.” (Interview 18)

“The party top made an attempt to change my mind,

only to not do it anyway. But well, I would have experienced

it as a downfall to have to say at the last minute: “yes, after the

consultation with the party top I withdrew, I will no longer

participate”, how weak are you then? I thought no, I’ll stick

with it and I’ll be a candidate.” (Interview 15)

“The only one who sent me a negative text was [actor

from the party top]. (. . . ) In this text message she said not

literally that I should not have been a candidate, but clearly

related to my candidacy, she said: “you hurt me personally

with this”. (Interview 17)

What really made the difference between 2003 and 2019

was the general lack of substantial attempts in the 2019

leadership elections. Interviewees concede that this situation was

rather exceptional. The candidates and the party organization

were in 2019 apprehensive about too much interference from

the party elite, considering that the absence of one obvious

candidate paved the way to a real open contest that one

should not disturb. The scenario of 2003 is indeed actually

much more common in this party, namely forward one

candidate, and ward off potential contenders, out of fear of

bad publicity.
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“It took a very long time for the sides to be chosen

[by the party elites in 2019]. And there was also a fear that

the wrong person would win. And they were also wary of

pushing too much for one person that it would eventually

have the opposite effect. It was not like it used to be twenty

years ago, where the party chooses the candidate and he

would become party leader and if necessary they push it

down your throat. It was less easy, it was done much more

subtle.” (Interview 17)

“I said we have just lost now, that it is the death knell

for the party to have an open election. We were not used

to that. That would really expose the divisions openly.”

(Interview 14)

In sum, we conclude that both informal encouragements and

discouragements or threats happen, but these are not equally

and always successful in impacting the number of candidacies.

What rather seems to impact the effectiveness of positive or

negative attempts to influence the number of candidacies is the

willingness from influencing actors to substantively influence

the process. This results in a partial confirmation of hypotheses

2a and 2b, and 3a and 3b.

4.2.2. Profile of the ideal leader

Next to encouraging or dissuading candidacies, another

mechanism to influence the process is to diffuse norms about

what the ideal new leader should look like, or directly facing

the candidacy of a promising potential party leader to scare

off other aspirants. We first discuss the diffusion of an

ideal profile before turning to the (threat of a) candidacy

of a candidate matching some ideal characteristics of the

projected leader.

A major norm about the “ideal candidate” in 2019 was

that it had to be someone from the new generation inside the

party, as formulated in an internal analysis after the electoral

defeat in the 2019 general elections (Interviews 3, 4 and 7). This

criterion downplayed—at least—the ambition of a long serving

MP substantively enough to eventually prevent his candidacy

(Interviews 5 and 20). They were also looking for someone

distant enough from the government cabinets to be able to

defend the party line more strictly (Interview 21). Yet, most of

the candidates were convinced they had an interesting profile

(e.g. being a new figure, representing “the party on the ground,”

representing an ideological flank of CD&V) and estimated that

they had good chances at winning the general elections in the

future (Interviews 3, 15, 17, 18 and 19).

“Looking again in the same circle is not a good signal

to the outside world, because it seems that it is all the same

people who carry this party and that does not match the

reality.” (Interview 7)

In 2003, CD&V was rather looking for someone who was

able to sell the party message more convincingly to a large

audience. Although the former party leader Stefaan De Clerck

had launched a large party reform, he was unable to attract

many voters, seemingly due to his poor communication skills.

Moreover, given that the regional elections would follow already

one year later (in 2004), there was no time for someone new

to gain experience. Hence, the general consensus went toward

an experienced politician with good communication skills. Yves

Leterme almost perfectly matched that profile.

In sum, both in 2003 and 2019, there was a clear idea about

the general profile of the new party leader: a new face (2019)

vs. an experienced communicator (2003). As such, hypothesis

4a is supported. It seems that not so much the presence of a

profile, but rather the kind of profile plays a role in limiting

the number of candidates. While the pool of new faces is much

larger than that of experienced communicators, more aspirants

will recognize themselves in the profile of the former than of the

latter. This only leads to a partial confirmation of hypothesis 4b.

Not so much the presence of a preferred profile, but the kind of

ideal profile can weigh on the number of candidacies.

Further than spreading norms about an ideal profile, some

real candidacies might also function as hindrance for other

candidacies. When potential aspirants positively assess the

candidacy of another party actor, or the threat of a candidacy,

they might refrain from entering the race themselves. This

candidate could refer to the profile of ideal candidate that was

spread in the party. This candidate might coincide with the

above described concept of the “last person standing,” as a

potential candidacy can only have an impact when the person

enjoys a large electoral base, but is not restricted to this person.

In 2019, the “last person standing,” Hilde Crevits, did not

become a candidate, nor did another key party actor with

more modest electoral success but a serious legitimacy and

depicted by some interviewees as a promising potential party

leader. As outlined above, several candidates (but not all, see

interview quote below) indicated that they would not run for

party leader if Crevits had stood as a candidate. In doing so,

the candidates were convinced that there was a large consensus

around her so that the opposing candidate did not have a chance

of becoming leader (Interview 5). Although nor Crevits nor the

other prominent party actor did run for party leader, Crevits

kept the power of a possible candidacy to steer the process. This

became very clear when she used this possibility as a mechanism

to make others withdraw from the leadership election. The other

actor used his power to stimulate candidacies, and was successful

in doing it.

“Had Hilde Crevits been a candidate, I would still have

been a candidate. Would I have made it? Probably not,

because Hilde is a minister and has a name I don’t have.

And that makes you start the race with a certain advantage.”

(Interview 22)
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“It was almost as, if I was candidate, Hilde was going to

be candidate as well. If I went for candidacy, Hilde was going

to say yes, which meant that I had no chance of winning the

elections.” (Interview 5)

In contrast, in 2003, the “last person standing” Yves Leterme

did enter the electoral race, which resulted in a coronation.

This can be seen as a successful action to steer the process as

others indicated that they decided not to officially run because

of Leterme’s candidacy. Reacting on why he did not enter the

leadership election race in 2003, an interviewee reported:

“For the same obvious reason that anyone who might

have thought: [being a candidate for leadership] that’s

something for me, realized very well that there was a much

better person placed to do it. Nobody was in the mood to

start debating a consensus figure.” (Interview 10)

“You could sense that Leterme who was good with

everyone who relied on his thoroughness, but he was also

excellent in networking with everyone, he always kept good

contacts and so on, he was a figure of dialogue, yes of keeping

lines open... and pick up on people’s concerns and stuff. You

also felt that there was no resistance to it, also in terms of

ages and such: from young people to seniors and such (. . . )

Sitting there, nobody came near him to say: I’m going to be

a candidate against that.” (Interview 2)

In essence, the possible candidacy of a promising potential

party leader such as the “last person standing” can have a

serious impact on the number of candidates. One the one

hand, if a consensus figure enters the scene, it can prevent

other aspirants to announce their candidacy. When such a

consensus figure decides not to compete for party leadership,

this leads to a power vacuum and eventually boosts the number

of candidates. This leads us to mostly confirm hypotheses

5a and 5b.

5. Discussion and conclusion

Parties in Western democracies, including Belgium,

increasingly allow their members to select the party leader.

Members’ impact is, however, often constrained by the limited

number of (serious) candidates in these leadership contests

(Kenig et al., 2015). Party leadership selection is in practice often

a coronation of a single candidate rather than a real contest.

Evidently, the nomination process preceding the actual election

phase is crucial in understanding by whom and how the number

of candidates is successfully or unsuccessfully limited. In order

to gain more insight, we analyzed the preparation processes

of two leadership contests in one single party, i.e., the Flemish

Christian-democratic party (CD&V) in Belgium. We focused

on the leadership elections of 2003, with one single candidate

(Yves Leterme) who was rubberstamped by the party members,

and on those of 2019 with an exceptionally high number of

seven candidates (ultimately won in a second round by Joachim

Coens) to examine the effectiveness of the different mechanisms

influencing actors can use.

Our analysis, based on 22 in-depth elite interviews with

(former) prominent party figures including all leadership

candidates and several potential candidates, demonstrates that

the leadership elections of both 2003 and 2019 were influenced

by a cluster of different influencing actors. Both what we

labeled the “last person standing” (i.e., the single person who

performed electorally well in a general declining context) and the

incumbent party leader were, together with other party actors,

trying to influence the nomination process successfully in 2003

and rather unsuccessfully in 2019. The lack of success in the

latter case is, according to our findings, especially related to the

absence of a consensus figure like the “last person standing.”

This final mechanism seems a very effective tool to influence the

number of candidates in a leadership election. The absence of a

consensus candidacy can lead steering agents to purposely not

coordinate and let the contest open to who wants to run, or on

the contrary bundle around a single candidate.

This research has important implications for the literature

on intra-party democratization processes. Recent literature has

focused on the difference between rules-in-form and rules-

in-use of democratization processes. Our findings display the

relevance to account for the many informal influence attempts

occurring within parties way before rank-and-file members have

a say. Relatedly, we also confirm the thesis that parties are

no unitary actors, as many individuals try to influence the

process, but that when no consensus can be reached informally,

the formal power of party members resurfaces when the final

choice is left to them in a competitive contest. Although we

focused on a specific case, the Flemish Christian-Democratic

party, we expect our results to be representative for other

political parties inside and outside the Belgian context. CD&V

represents a traditional political party in electoral decline (both

in 2003 and 2019). We suspect that our findings can be

transposed to (particularly mainstream) parties experiencing

electoral decline. However, future research will have to reveal

whether multiple steering actors and steering mechanisms are

present in other parties’ leadership contests in the Belgian and

international contexts.

In this article, we also propose an adaptation of Aylott and

Bolin (2021)’s theoretical framework to investigate leadership

selection procedures.While we put their theoretical expectations

to the test on a new case, we also further develop their reasoning

on norms as constraints by emphasizing not only the importance

of the diffusion of an ideal profile of a future party leader,

but also the actual candidacy, or threat of, of a promising

potential leader.

We especially encourage researchers of party leadership

processes to dig deeper in our inductively derived concept of the

“last person standing” to uncover whether and how it operates
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in other parties and party systems. We have detected this

phenomenon in a very specific context, namely in a party that

suffered an electoral defeat in the preceding general elections

and with an incumbent party leader no longer aspiring another

term. It remains to be seen which role a “last person standing”

could play when only one of these two conditions is met. For

instance, could an incumbent party leader also function as “last

person standing” if the party has lost the preceding elections?

Or could bad opinion poll results force a party to rely on a “last

person standing” even if the preceding general elections were

successful? And is there in electorally successful parties logically

no “last person standing,” or could it be that some variant occurs

there, such as “the most successful candidate,” who is almost

automatically solicited as next party leader? Future research in

other parties and other contexts should try to formulate an

answer to those questions.

The same goes for explaining the success of steering or

influencing mechanisms. Apart from the appearance of the “last

person standing,” we have detected several other mechanisms

to influence the candidacy process (including encouragements,

discouragements, and spreading an ideal profile). We came to

the conclusion that they are not always effective in limiting

the number of candidates. Future research could dig deeper

in which factors contribute to a successful steering. Here

again, parties in other contexts are interesting to study. For

instance, it might be that discouragement is more effective in

electorally successful parties because they have the possibility to

assign more (attractive) positions in the party, the government

and the administration than less successful parties. Also

the kind of (potential) candidates could be relevant, in the

sense that perhaps young and less experienced politicians

benefit more from encouragements than their older and more

experienced counterparts.

There is clearly still much more to uncover from the

nomination process preceding party leadership elections, but we

hope that by this analysis on two divergent cases in one party we

have given some inspiration for future research.
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Appendix

Appendix 1: List of interviewees

TABLE 1 List of interviewees.

Interview number Anonymized function

1 Key party actor 2003

2 Key party actor 2003

3 Candidate 2019

4 Candidate 2019

5 Key party actor 2003 and 2019

6 Key party actor 2019

7 Key party actor 2003

8 Key party actor 2019

9 Key party actor 2003 and 2019

10 Key party actor 2019

11 Key party actor 2003

12 Key party actor 2019

13 Key party actor 2019

14 Key party actor 2003

15 Candidate 2019

16 Key party actor 2019

17 Candidate 2019

18 Candidate 2019

19 Candidate 2019

20 Key party actor 2019

21 Key party actor 2019

22 Candidate 2019

Appendix 2: Codebook used to
categorize nodes in NVivo

TABLE 2 Codebook.

Difference between 2003 and 2019

Year of leadership elections

2003

2019

Nomination requirements

Public endorsements

Steering actors

Absence of steering actor

Incumbent party leader

Last person standing

Characteristics

Decision to run

Other party actors

Personal motivations

Steering process

Absence of steering process

Discouragements

Encouragements

Ideal profile
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